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Following the instructions by The Financial Services Commission
Mauritius, ECG Brokers (the “Company”) is required to establish,
implement and maintain effective and transparent procedures for
the reasonable and prompt handling of complaints received from
retail clients or potential retail clients, and to keep a record of each
complaint and the measures taken for the complaint’s resolution. 

In case that a client is displeased with the Company’s services or if
has any query with regards to his/her account or activity with the
Company, he/she may contact the Back Office Department via
email at support@ecgbrokers.com, telephone or in writing. The
Company’s Back Office Department will  determine if  the client’s
query can be resolved immediately or whether it wil l  require
further investigation. If  the client’s query cannot be resolved
immediately,  the Company will  remain committed in addressing
and/or resolving it promptly (usually within 48 business hours).  

I f  the Client is unsatisfied with the response to the query,  then he/
she may raise this further with the Complaints Handling Officer
following the process indicated in the following section. 

A “complaint” is defined as “any oral or written statement alleging a
grievance involving the activities of those persons under the control
of the Company or its employees, in connection with the provision
by the Company of the services”.

All complaints made by clients (or potential clients) either directly to
the Company or indirectly through the Commission, in relation to the
way in which the Company conducts its business must be fully
investigated by the Compliance Officer and where possible
appropriate action taken to resolve the situation.

Even a seemingly minor complaint, which is mishandled or left
unchecked could lead to serious and damaging consequences for the
Company. Any apparent complaint, whether written or oral, must be
immediately referred to the Compliance Officer.
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When a client is proceeding with a complaint,  it will  be free of any
charges. Complaints may be submitted by fi l l ing the relevant
complaint reporting form and submitting it via email at
support@ecgbrokers.com.

Once a complaint is received, it will be registered in the Company’s 
“Internal Registry” under a unique reference number. This reference 
number will be comprised of ten (10) digits made up by the 
Company’s TRS code (2 digits), the year (4 digits) and the complaint 
serial number for the year (4 digits).  This unique reference number 
will  be communicated to the complainant, who shall  be using it in 
any future contact with the Company,

All complaints shall be dealt by the Compliance Officer in 
accordance with the procedures set below:
A. All complaints must be acknowledged in writing within five (5)
business days of being received. The written acknowledgment sent 
by the Company to the complainant will include the complaint’s 
unique ten (10) digit reference number, as well as details of the 
name and capacity of the person dealing with the complaint. 
Depending on the significance of the complaint, this 
acknowledgement may also include a resolution to the complaint.

B. If it is NOT possible to resolve the complaint within five (5)
business days, a letter of acknowledgement should state that the 
complaint is under investigation and that upon completion, the 
complainant will be informed in writing of the outcome of the 
investigation.

C. The Complaint Handling Officer will investigate the complaint
and respond, within two (2) months, to the Complainant about the 
outcome/decision.

D. In case the investigation is not concluded within two (2)
months following the submission of the complaint, the complainant 
will be informed in writing of the reasons for the delay and when he 
should expect completion of the investigation process (this period 
will not exceed three (3) months from the submission of the 
complaint).
E. Within 5 business days of the completion of an investigation a
written report must be sent to the complainant explaining clearly:
i. The outcome of the investigation,
ii. The nature and terms of any offer of settlement which the
Company is prepared to make in satisfaction of the complaint,
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A full record of each complaint, including all relevant documents,
and of the action taken in response must be kept by the Company
for seven (7) years after the date of the last response.

•The Compliance Officer is responsible for entering all
complaints onto the Complaints Register and recording the 
outcome. The following information should be noted:
•the identity of the complainant,
•the Company’s employee to whom the complaint was made,
•the Company’s employee responsible for that client relationship
and his department,
•the date on which the complaint was received and filed,
•a summary of the complaint,
•the value of the complainant’s portfolio,
•the approximate value of any loss which the complainant claims
to have suffered,
•the date and a summary of the Company’s reply to the
complaint,
•a note of any other relevant correspondence with the
complainant, which should be kept in the appropriate client file.

The Complaints Record and Register should be available for
inspection by the Commission at any time.

On a monthly basis ,  irrespective of whether a complaint has been
received or not,  the Company wil l  submit to the Commission
Form Comp_CIF.  I f  a complaint has been received, the said Form
must include information about the complaints it  has received
and how these have been handled.

iv. A statement of the fact that the Company will treat the complaint
as settled if the complainant does not indicate dissatisfaction within
one month of receiving the report.

F. Finally, the Company will inform the complainant that he/she may
refer the complaint, if not satisfied with the Company’s final
response, to The Financial Services Commission Mauritius.
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The Company is analyzing on an on-going basis, complaints-
handling data, to ensure that it identifies and addresses any
recurring or systemic problems. Specifically, the monitoring process
includes inter-alia:

•Analysis of the cause of the individual complaints so as to
identify the common root causes to various types of complaints,
•Consideration of whether the said root causes also affect other
processes or financial means, including those not directly 
complained of, and
•Correction of the root causes.

Moreover, the Company’s responsible person to oversee the
complaints procedure is the
appointed Compliance Officer.

Failure to handle or resolve complaints places the Company at 
substantial regulatory and reputational risk.

By involving the Compliance Department at an early stage, the 
Company ensures that regulatory requirements are met. Failure to 
follow these procedures may lead to disciplinary action against the 
Company by the competent authorities.
Moreover, failure to follow this Policy will lead to disciplinary actions 
as per the Company’s
internal procedures.

IMPORTANT NOTES:

The Company shall cooperate with The Financial Services Commission

Mauritius in case they carry out their own 
investigation in relation to a client’s complaint.
The Commission has no restitution powers, therefore any 
complaints submitted are taken into consideration in the 
performance of its supervisory role.
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